DATA CENTER

Q: How did having a project manager
specifically assigned to your company help
streamline your project?
A: Our project manager, Shane Bryn, took the
time to communicate effectively and asked
all the proper questions on what we were

Intune for Education

Intune for Education is a solution designed
specifically to manage and connect
education technology

looking to get done. This helped the team
focus on exactly what needed to be done
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quickly, so that we could get the solution
implemented as fast as possible.
Q: What is an example of how High Point
Networks went “the extra mile” to serve you
during this project?
A: The engineering team of Chris Perry and
Brady Nelson was fantastic. Initially, we had

Q: Tell us about Weld County Schools
relationship with High Point Networks.
A: We have a very close relationship with High
Point Networks. Over the past 5 years we have
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gotten to know both Elmar Cannon and Patrick
Fowler quite well out here.

implementing Microsoft Intune, getting
the district pushed into a more modern

Q: Describe the project you implemented with

and remote infrastructure has been key

High Point Networks.

in managing teacher’s devices when they

A: With closures due to COVID-19, we were

are at home.

immediately forced to think quickly on ways to
help our teachers implement remote learning,

Q: What challenge(s) did the solution you

contacting students and their guardians, all

implemented solve?

while maintaining security throughout. One

A: We went from a standard localized

thing that was severely lacking and behind the

Active Directory to being able to quickly

times was our Active Directory structure. By

manage devices on the fly, no matter

issues with a few of the software packages
and they took the time to test and retest
these packages so that we could get them

Simple and powerful
Intune for Education provides a simple way to
deploy and manage a range of powerful Windows
10 devices and applications that meet classroom
needs and unleash student capabilities.

running to meet our needs.
Q: What have been the greatest benefits of
working with HPN as your trusted IT partner?
A: We know we can always count on the folks
at High Point Networks to have our back.

“It’s hard to find honest sales
teams and effective subject matter
experts all in one place. With High
Point Networks, we know we have

Connected and future-ready
Intune for Education, integrated with School
Data Sync, Teams, and OneNote, work together
seamlessly so teachers can unlock students’
creativity and prepare them for the future.

all of that and more”

where our staff was physically located.
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